
INDEX

2000 Agenda 36
access to documents, right of 33, 317, 441–2,

447 n.66
access to information and documents

distinguished 322
accountability, effectiveness as instrument

of 329
Article 255 EC (Amsterdam) 319–20
Code of Conduct (1994) 319

EU documents, applicability to 322
implementing Decisions; judicial

review 319; Ombudsman and 319
non-binding effect 321
partial access, obligation to consider 322,

323
validity 321

democratic nature of institutions
and 322–3

ECJ role in developing 320–4, 326–7, 328
duty to consider partial access 323
extension of right beyond framework of

Code 323
exceptions, discretionary (Code) 320–1

proportionality and 323
public interest
strict interpretation 323

exceptions, mandatory (Regulation) 326
Maastricht Declaration 17 on right of access

to information 318
Ombudsman reports

access to documents (1997) 345
Council’s failure to maintain

register 345–6
Regulation 1049/2001 320, 324–9

‘court proceedings and legal advice’ 326
exceptions, revision of Code

provisions 326
extension of right to all documents in the

possession of Council, Commission or
Parliament 325–6

Member State veto 326–7
obligation to carry out specific

examination 328
statistics of usage 328–9
third-party documents 326–7

time limits (Regulation) 326
accountability: see also legitimacy/

transparency; Ombudsman (EO)
accountability to whom? 332–4
Codes of Conduct

Prodi Commission 334
Santer Commission 331–2

collective responsibility 88–9, 331–2, 333–4
Constitutional Treaty, failure to

address 336–7
Court of Auditors and 314 n.7; see also

Court of Auditors
definitions 312–13

administrative accountability 28, 33, 65,
87

managerial responsibility 312–13, 334
democratic deficit distinguished 313–14:

see also democratic deficit;
legitimacy/transparency

EC Treaty provisions
Commission by way of vote of censure

(201 EC) 117, 314, 331, 333, 334
Commissioners for breach of

independence requirement (216
EC) 88, 331

ethical responsibility: see Committee of
Independent Experts, second report
(September 1999)

European Parliament’s powers relating
to 314–16: see also Committee of
Independent Experts; committees of
inquiry (193 EC); petition to
Parliament, right of (194 EC);
resignation of Santer Commission
(1999)

465
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466 index

accountability (cont.)
political responsibility: see Committee of

Independent Experts, second report
(September 1999)

Prodi Commission and 334–7
Codes of Conduct 334
Kinnock consultation papers 334

public attendance at Council meetings
Constitutional Treaty provisions 105–6,

346
Ombudsman’s Report (2005) 346

Report on European Governance (2003),
failure to address issues 336

Standing Committee on Standards in Public
Life, recommendation for 333

transparency and: see access to documents,
right of; legitimacy/transparency

White Paper on European Governance
(2001) 334–7

EP response 336
failure to address accountability/issues

raised by Santer Commission
resignation 334–6

internal management structures,
limitation to 335

action plans
Action Plan for European renewal in the

field of Freedom, Security and Justice
issued under (2005) 137–8

as source of EU soft law 137–8
administrative law

delegation of powers 439
judicial review (230 [173] EC) 438

administrative law, procedural fairness
(41(1) EUCFR): see also judicial review
(EU Institutions) (230 [173] EC),
grounds; legitimacy/transparency

anti-dumping proceedings 439–40, 442–3
Charter of Fundamental Rights

provisions 440, 446
common customs tariff proceedings 444–5
competition policy, development in context

of 440–2
European Social Fund 445
fair hearing 439–40
general principles, validity as

source 439–40, 443
legal certainty: see legal certainty
Ombudsman’s Code of Good

Administrative Practice 440, 446
procedural code, absence 439–40, 446

proportionality: see proportionality
reasons for regulations, directives and

decisions and adopted acts (253 [190]
EC) 439, 446–7

scope of requirement 447
‘superior rule of law’ (Schöppenstedt)

and 458
right to be heard 440–1

access to file and 441–2
right of reply 441

rights of defence, classification as 441
State aids 439–40, 445–6

Advocates General 123–4
appointment 123
CFI and 124
opinions, status and value 123–4
role 123

AFSJ (Area of Freedom, Security and
Justice) 2–32: see also Schengen
Agreements (1985 and 1990)

abolition of international border
controls/common external borders as
objective 32

Schengen Agreements, integration into TEU
legal framework 32

Agency for Evaluation of Medicinal
Products 99

agricultural policy
judicial review (230 [173] EC) and

Codornı́u 426–7
Pfizer 436–7

allocation of competences (EU/Member
States) 1–30, 182–93

Amsterdam Treaty changes 32
Brunner ruling 30–1, 61–2
competence creep 64, 190: see also

conferred powers principle, indefinite
powers/competence creep and

enumerated powers,
disappearance 214–15

federal goal and 64
competition law 413, 440–2
CT provisions 79, 189–90, 216–17
delegation of powers, judicial review

(Meroni) 439
EMU 27, 415–16
exclusive Community competence

classification as, absence 189–90, 220
as complete surrender of Member State

law-making powers 188–9
CT provisions 189–90
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index 467

national measures, admissibility 190
Opinion1/75 Re Understanding on a Local

Costs Standard 188–9
pre-emptive effect 188, 190
subsidiarity and 220

federal limits of EU powers, principles
delimiting 209–10: see also conferred
powers principle; proportionality;
subsidiarity principle

minimum harmonisation, pre-emptive
effect 188, 192–3

classification as 192
Edinburgh European Council 192
more restrictive measures, limitation

to 192–3
mixed competence

classification as 190
judicial review (230 [173] EC) and 444
pre-emptive effect/Member States’

residual powers 188, 191–2
additional requirements, exclusion 191;

ECJ’s attempts to ameliorate negative
effects 191–2; ‘field occupation’ 191;
internal market considerations 191–2

opt-outs/ring-fencing 29–30
pre-emption doctrine 182–93

definition 188
preliminary reference procedure

and 272–80, 281, 283–5: see also
judicial review (EU Institutions) (230
[173] EC)

right to determine as attribute of EU
sovereignty 185–6, 188

subsidiarity principle: see subsidiarity
principle

Subsidiarity and Proportionality, Protocol
on the Application of the Principles of
(1997) 33

supporting, co-ordinating or
complementary competence

classification as 193
description 193
pre-emptive effect, relevance 188,

193
Amsterdam Treaty (1997)

access to documents (255 EC) 319–20
AFSJ provisions 2–32: see also AFSJ (Area

of Freedom, Security and Justice)
competence creep and 215
democratic deficit and 33
employment as EC competency 33

enhanced cooperation provisions 33–4, 41,
156–7, 158–9

fundamental freedoms and human
rights 32, 244–5

immigration policy and 32
Institutions, Protocol providing for review

of composition and functioning with
view to enlargement 40

management of EU, focus on 40
national parliaments, role 168–9
negotiation and signature 31
opt-outs 34

Asylum for Nationals of Member States
Protocol 34

preliminary reference on PJCC pillar
(TEU 35(1)) 275–6

Schengen acquis/immigration policy 34
preliminary reference procedure (35(1)

TEU) 275–6, 388–90
preliminary reference procedure (68

EC) 274–5
reallocation of competences between

Maastricht pillars 32
as reflection of underlying tensions 40
renumbering of Maastricht Treaty

articles 40
Schengen Agreements and 32

anti-dumping proceedings
fair hearing, relevance 439–40, 442–3
matter of ‘direct and individual concern’

(230 [173] EC), whether 424–5
appeal, right of: see also CFI (Court of First

Instance), appeal from; judicial review
(decision to exclude/deport); judicial
review (EU Institutions) (230 [173]
EC), grounds

Area of Freedom, Security and Justice: see
AFSJ (Area of Freedom, Security and
Justice)

Article 226 proceedings: see enforcement of
EU law (Article 226 EC proceedings
(reasoned opinion/judicial review))

Article 228 proceedings: see remedies/
sanctions for breach of EC obligations
(228 [171] EC)

Article 234 reference procedure: see
preliminary reference procedure (234
[177] EC)

Assembly: see also European Parliament
(including issues common to the
Assembly)
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468 index

Assembly (cont.)
as common institution 14–15
Luxembourg Accords (1966) and 14
responsibility for holding Commission to

account 12–13
right of consultation 12–13

association 12
Asylum for Nationals of Member States

Protocol (Amsterdam) 34
Austria

accession negotiations and entry 35
Freedom Party, admission to government,

sanctions following 245
preliminary reference procedure

Article 35(1) TEU, acceptance 275–6
Article 234 [177] EC, compliance 280

public banking (Amsterdam opt-out) 34
Turkish accession, opposition to 39

balance of interests: see also proportionality;
public undertakings, applicabolity of
competition law (86[90]EC)

balance of powers
Commission role and 97–8
consultation procedure and 86–7, 146,

147–8
democratic deficit and 172–4
EU legislative powers 131–2
European Parliament and 86–7, 146, 147–8
trilogues and 155

bargaining democracy 173
inadequacies 174–5

Belgium
Asylum for Nationals of Members States

Protocol (Amsterdam), Declaration
relating to 34

preliminary reference procedure, Article
35(1) TEU, acceptance 275–6

primacy of EU law/enforcement role of
national courts 196–7

Beyen Plan (1953) 10–11
binding effect: see decisions (EC), binding

effect; ECJ (European Court of
Justice), judgments, binding effect;
preliminary reference procedure (234
[177] EC), binding effect of ruling

border controls: see Schengen Agreements
(1985 and 1990)

Briand Memorandum (1929) 7
Bruges Speech (Thatcher) (1988) 22
BSE crisis 31

Decision 96/239/EC 95
EP committee of inquiry 315–16

Budget: see Community Budget
Bulgaria, negotiations and accession target

date 36–7
burden of proof, proportionality 451

Cabinets, role and influence 93
capital, free movement (56 [73b] EC), 1957

provisions 12
central banks: see also ECB (European Central

Bank)
centralised enforcement: see enforcement of

EU law (Article 226 EC proceedings
(reasoned opinion/judicial review))

CFI (Court of First Instance) 86–127
as administrative court 125
Advocates General and 124
as competition court 125
composition 124
as Court of Appeal; from Judicial

Panels 86–127
ECJ judgments, binding effect 126–7
as external trade court 125
full Court/Chambers 124
intellectual property law and 125
jurisdiction 125
role, proposed expansion (Nice) 125–6,

307–8
Rules of Procedure, Art. 14(2) 124–5
single judge hearings 124–5
workload/docket 125

CFI (Court of First Instance), appeal
from 126–7

action in case of well-founded appeal 126
error of law

finding well-founded on other legal
grounds, relevance 126

limitation to 126
standing 126
success rate 126

Charter of Human Rights: see Fundamental
Rights, European Charter of (2000)

citizenship (EU) 28–9
citizenship (general), individual rights and,

civil rights 238
civil rights 238
co-decision procedure 114

amendments, Parliamentary powers relating
to 152

tactics 152–3
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index 469

Amsterdam Treaty and 33
assent of Council, need for 101, 151

voting requirements 151
Commission, role 152–3
Conciliation Committee 150, 151: see also

Conciliation Committee
establishment (Maastricht) 28, 33, 114
good faith obligation to cooperate 154
joint agreement 150

after first reading 150
after second reading 150
after third reading 150
‘common position’ and 150; voting

requirements 150
Joint Declaration on Practical

Arrangements for (1999) 137, 153–5
in practice 151–5
Treaty provisions (251(2) EC) 131–51

text 149–50
veto, Parliament’s right of 150–1

as failure to assent 150–1
usage 151–2

Code of Good Administrative Behaviour
(2001) 339–40, 440, 446: see also
Ombudsman (EO)

collective responsibility 88–9, 331–2,
333–4

comitology 159–67
definition 95–6
in foodstuffs sector 162–4
legitimacy/transparency problems 163–7

checks and balances 165
esprit de corps considerations and

163–5
European Parliament and 166, 167
measures to address 165–7

limitations 95–6
procedures (Decision

1999/468/EC) 159–62
advisory procedure (Art. 3) 160
choice of, criteria (Art. 2) 160
Commission undertaking not to go

against ‘predominant’ views of
Member States (‘Aerosol clause’) 161

consensus approach 161, 162
Council, referral to; Council’s adoption

of different decision 160–1; QMV
and 160–2; reforms (2002) and 167

management procedure (Art. 4) 160–1
regulatory procedure (Art. 5) 161–2;

reforms (2002) 166–7

Commission: see also comitology; legislative
powers (Commission); regulatory
agencies

agenda setting powers 96–8
CFSP proposals, right to make (22(1)

TEU) 224.18(1)
gatekeeper role 96–7
legislative initiative, monopoly 96, 97
legislative programme,

determination 96, 97–8
PJCCA, right of initiative (34(2) TEU)

224.18(2)
policy initiatives 96
procedure for processing initiatives

96–7
right of veto/withdrawal of proposal 97

Annual Report
obligation to answer Parliamentary

questions 118
Parliamentary debate and vote 118

appointment
changes of nomination or portfolio

consequent on Parliament’s
non-assent 117

collective approval by European
Parliament 89, 117, 314

nomination by President 89
rejection by Parliament of individual

nominations
budget responsibilities (272(2) EC) 96
Cabinets, role and influence 93
change of balance between Institutions

and 97–8
College of Commissioners 87–9
collegiality/collective responsibility

principle 88–9, 331–2, 333–4
competition law/policy, enforcement

powers 413, 440–2
composition 87–8

considerations determining 90
Convention on the Future of Europe

proposals 90–1
CT provisions 78, 91
Nice Treaty provisions 41, 90

Conciliation Committee and 152–3
Directorates General 92–3
executive powers 98

external trade representation 98
membership applications, processing 98,

243–4
revenue collection 98
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470 index

Commission (cont.)
supervision and coordination of

expenditure 98
supervision of policy implementation 98

external influences on 93
Luxembourg Accords (1966), effect on 14
pillars (Maastricht) and 26
portfolio system 88

Directorates General and 92
procedure

internal delegation 89
voting 88–9
written procedure 89

proposals
alteration, right of (250(2) EC) 145
amendment, unanimity requirement

(250(1) EC) 145
resignation, Parliament’s power to require

collective 117: see also resignation of
Santer Commission (1999)

Rome Treaty provisions 12–13
supervisory powers 98–9

anti-competitive practices 98–9
enforcement actions against another EU

Institution (230(2) EC) 98
monitoring of compliance with ECJ

judgments 98, 122
monitoring of subsidiarity

principle 225–8
term of office 87–8

synchronisation with term of office of
Parliament 117

Commission President 89–90
approval by Parliament 117
powers and responsibilities

allocation of portfolios 88, 89
nomination of Commissioners 89
political guidance to Commission 89
request for resignation of

Commissioner 89
roving policy brief 89–90

Commissioners
compulsory retirement for breach of

independence requirement (216 [160]
EC) 88, 331

equality 90–1
independence requirement 88
pre-appointment questioning by

Parliament 117
resignation at request of President and

College of Commissioners 89

Committee of Independent Experts
composition 329–31
terms of reference

first report 329–31
second report 331

Committee of Independent Experts, first
report (March 1999) 40–1, 61

findings 329–31
resignation of Santer Commission

following 329–31
Committee of Independent Experts, second

report (September 1999): see also
accountability

accountability to whom?
European Parliament’s role 333–4
legal, political and ethical accountability

distinguished 332–3
ethical responsibility 331–2
Ombudsman, omission of reference to

333
political responsibility

collective responsibility, whether limited
to 332–3

Commissioners and officials
distinguished 333

ethical responsibility, relationship
with 333

political accountability
distinguished 333–4

resignation of Commissioner, unresolved
issues 333–4

Standing Committee on Standards in Public
Life, recommendation for 333

Treaty amendments, unspecified
recommendations for 334

Committee of the Regions 86–129
advisory status 129
composition and working methods 129
entry into force, date 133
legislative role 28
limited success 129

committees of inquiry (193 EC)
accountability, effectiveness as instrument

of 316
BSE 315–16
Community transit regime 316 n.20
ECHELON interception system 316
foot and mouth disease 316
human genetics 316
Maastricht Treaty and 315
safety at sea 316
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index 471

common agricultural policy (CAP), reasons
for inclusion in Rome Treaty 12

common commercial policy 12
common customs tariff proceedings

fair hearing, relevance 439–40, 444–5
mixed competence 444

Common Foreign and Security Policy
(CFSP) 25

Commission’s right to make proposals
224.18(1)

ECJ jurisdiction 120, 121, 414
common market: see also competition

law/policy (general); single market
customs union, (Rome Treaty

provisions) 11–12
harmonisation of national laws and 12
Institutions 12–13: see also Assembly;

Commission; Council of Ministers;
ECJ (European Court of Justice);
European Council; European
Parliament (including issues common
to the Assembly); Institutions

‘common positions’ as source of PJCC
law 135 n.15

common transport policy
Maastricht Treaty provisions 27
reasons for inclusion in Rome Treaty 12

Community Budget: see also Court of
Auditors

compulsory/non-compulsory expenditure,
validity of distinction 120

European Parliament’s powers 119–20
proposals for modification on

compulsory expenditure 119–20
proposals for modification and limited

final say on non-compulsory
expenditure 119–20

revenue-raising powers, absence 120
European Parliament’s powers in relation to

draft Budget, rejection 119
First Budgetary Treaty (1970) 15
‘own resources’ system

Commission proposals (1965) 13, 15
determination by Council of

Ministers 120
Own Resources Decision (1970) 15

refusal of Court of Auditors to certify 330
Second Budgetary Treaty (1975) 15

compensation: see damages, non-contractual
liability of Institutions for (288(2)
[215(2)])

competence creep: see allocation of
competences (EU/Member States),
competence creep; conferred powers
principle, indefinite
powers/competence creep and

competences (EU): see allocation of
competences (EU/Member States)

competition law/policy (general) 12
administrative procedure and 440–2
CFI role 125
Commission competence 413, 440–2: see

also Notices and Guidelines
innovation, encouragement of as aim
judicial review (230 EC) and 413, 425 n.31,

437
compliance obligations: see ECJ (European

Court of Justice), judgments,
compliance by Member States (228
[171] EC); fidelity principle (10 [5]
EC); Fundamental Rights, European
Charter of (2000), compliance;
remedies/sanctions for breach of EC
obligations (228 [171] EC)

Conciliation Committee 150, 151
COREPER, role 153
effectiveness 153
Mediations Committee (FRG) as model

356.10
task 151
trilogues 151, 153–5: see also trilogues
voting requirements 151

conferred powers principle 211–12, 219
definition and role 209–10, 211, 437–8
enumeration of powers

CT provisions 79
sufficiency as safeguard 217–19

implied powers and 211–12
indefinite powers/competence creep

and 212–19
Amsterdam Treaty and 215
Article 13 EC (discrimination) 212
Article 95 EC (internal market) 212
Article 175 EC (environmental

protection) 212
Article 308 EC (attainment of

Community objectives) 212–17
CT provisions 216–17
Laeken Declaration 215–16
Nice Treaty and 215

ultra vires exercise as ground for judicial
review 410–39
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472 index

consistent interpretation doctrine: see
national law, obligation to interpret in
conformity with Community law
(‘indirect effect’/consistent
interpretation doctrine)

constitutional status (EU): see also economic
Union (pre-1950 proposals);
nation-State concept; sovereignty (EU)

as autonomous legal order 57–8, 185
as cartel of elites 174
as community of communities 171–2
declarations relating to

Declaration on the future of the Union
(2002) 42–3, 59

Laeken Declaration on the Future of the
European Union (2001) 59–60, 62–3:
see also Laeken Declaration on the
Future of the European Union (2001)

European Parliament and
draft EU Treaty (1984) 17
Herman Report (1994) 58

as federation of States 182–203, 209–30
fluidity 183
general principles of EU law and 349
individuals as part of legal framework,

significance 49–50
as legal order of international law 48, 52,

184
legal personality 26–7
legitimacy, possible models/sources 44–57:

see also Constitutional Treaty (2004)
(CT), options following rejection;
legitimacy/transparency

balance of powers 172–4
constitution (‘constitutional

legitimacy’) 23–4, 45, 52–4
constitutional tolerance 55–7, 84–5, 172
failure to decide between 83–4
failure to establish 61
Institutions 172
international organisations 52
State 52, 53–4
tailor-made paradigm 54–5
treaty 52, 53; EC Treaty as constitutional

charter 58
need for ‘Constitution’ 23–4, 57, 58–9

ambivalence of objective 83–4
democratic deficit and 67–8, 80
enlargement, relevance 62–3
Fischer, Joschka and 58–9
fundamental nature of issues 80

Haltern, U. 84
institutional restructuring

distinguished 62–3
superpower ambitions and 69

primacy and direct effect of EU law,
relevance 46–51

as attribute of EU sovereignty 185
‘republicanism’ 131–75

inadequacies 174–5
sui generis nature 3

absence of model, effect 44–57
effect of EU law on domestic legal

systems 46–51: see also EU law
political involvement in governance and

regulation within Member
States 45–46

treaty-making powers 26–7
constitutional tolerance 55–7, 84–5, 172

primacy of EU law and 198, 201–6
selectivity 174

Constitutional Treaty (2004) (CT): see also
Convention on the Future of Europe

accountability, failure to address 336–7
‘Constitution’, whether 83–4
continuity of existing regime

core activities 77–8
foreign policy cooperation 78
institutional tasks 78

draft, rejection 44, 72–3, 80, 90–1
ECJ

composition 122–3
jurisdiction 121

as flawed consensus 76
judicial review (230 [173] EC) 433
key provisions

abolition of Maastricht pillars 77,
276–7

allocation of competences 79, 189–90
enforcement provisions 360 n.33
incorporation of Fundamental Rights,

European Charter of 79, 252
institutions, composition and

functioning 78, 90–1
judicial scrutiny of Commission’s

delegated legislative activity 96
public access to Council meetings 105–6,

346
redesignation of regulations and

directives 77
subsidiarity/role of national

parliaments 79, 228–30
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index 473

symbolic provisions 79–80
withdrawal from Union 79

national parliaments, role 171
options following rejection 80–5: see also

constitutional status (EU), legitimacy,
possible models/sources

amendment of ratification
requirements 82

continuation of ratification process 81–2
incremental reform 81
renegotiation 81
selective application 81

preliminary reference procedure and 276–7
referendum results 44–5, 73, 80

European Council declaration on 80
as reform of Treaty of Nice 81–2
structure 76–7
unanimity requirement 81–2

possible amendment of rule 82
consultation procedure: see legislative

procedures (EU), legislation with
consultation of Parliament

Convention on the Future of Europe: see also
Constitutional Treaty (2004) (CT)

Chairman/Vice-Chairmen 70, 71–2
pivotal role 73–4

composition 70, 72
imbalance of representation 73–4
integrationist bias 73–4

Convention on European Charter of
Fundamental Rights as model 71

Forum 70, 72
parliamentarians, ineffectiveness of

contribution 74
Praesidium 72, 76
procedure 72

democratic deficit, effectiveness as
response to 74–6

task 70, 72
conventions (34(2)(d) TEU)

effect
between Member States and EU 134–5
on Member States internal legal

order 134–5
as source of EU law (PJCC pillar) 134–5

convergence criteria 27 n.75
euro and 27

COREPER (207(1) EC) 107–8
composition and responsibilities

COREPER I 107
COREPER II 107

Conciliation Committee and 153
criticisms of

lack of accountability 108
problem-solving bias 108

duties 107
procedure

‘A’ and ‘B’ matters 107
Working Groups 107–8

trilogues and 155
COSAC (Conference of Community and

European Affairs Committees of
Parliaments of the EU) 168

Council of Ministers 86–108: see also
European Council; General Affairs
Council

composition (203 EC) 101
authority to commit government 101

configurations 101–2
COREPER: see COREPER (207(1) EC)
External Relations Council 102
national representation 12–13
Parliament, relationship with 118

work programme, presentation 118
powers/role

comitology and: see comitology
as ‘COREPER’ to European Council 110
delegation of legislative powers to

Commission 101
enforcement actions against EU

Institution (230 EC/232 EC) 101
final assent to legislation 101, 151
final decision-making powers 12–13
forum for consultation and

coordination 101
own resources, determination of 120
request to Commission for studies or

legislative proposals (208 EC) 101
Presidency: see Presidency (Council of

Ministers)
Rules of Procedure, Art. 5 20
Secretariat: see Secretariat (207(2) EC)
voting: see voting (Council of Ministers)
weaknesses

draft CT proposals 102
fragmentation of decision making 102
lack of collective identity 102

Court of Auditors 128
composition and working methods

composition 128
EP’s role 314 n.8
term of office 128
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474 index

Court of Auditors (cont.)
establishment 15
refusal to certify EU annual accounts 330

alleged attempt to suppress
investigations 330

role and powers 15, 128, 314 n.7
Annual Reports 128, 330
assistance in control over budget

implementation 128
investigative procedure 128
judicial review (230 [173] EC),

standing 418
observations/opinions at request of

Community Institution 128
prosecution for fraud, exclusion 128
resignation of Santer Commission (1999)

and 330
Court of Justice: see ECJ (European Court of

Justice)
Croatia, negotiations/discontinuance 37
customs union (25-7 [12-29] EC), Rome

Treaty provisions 11–12
Cyprus, negotiations and accession target

date 36–7
Czech Republic

negotiations and accession target date
36–7

preliminary reference procedure, Article
35(1) TEU, acceptance 275–6

damages, non-contractual liability of
Institutions for (288(2)
[215(2)]) 410–11, 457–63: see also
remedies/sanctions for breach of EC
obligations (228 [171] EC); State
liability for compensatory damages in
national proceedings

concurrent Institution/Member State
liability 463

exhaustion of domestic remedies
requirement 463

as independent cause of action 457–8
lost profits as measure 458 n.92
requirements

causality 458
manifest and grave disregard of

discretionary limits 403–4, 460–2;
risk-based test 462

manifest and grave disregard of legal
limits 458–62

quantifiable loss 458 n.92

Schöppenstedt formula (‘superior rule of
law’) 458; breach of fundamental
rights and 458; breach of general
principles and 458; failure to give
reasons and 458; misuse of powers
and 458

State liability in national proceedings,
harmonisation of rules 401, 402–3,
407

De Gaulle, Charles
boycott of EEC business (June 1965) 13
‘Europe of Nation-States’ concept and 13
Fouchet Plan (1961) 13
opposition to supranational

organisations 13
resignation
veto on UK entry

1963 13
1967 15–16

death, penalty, rejection as ‘European’ value 5
decisions (EC)

addressees
absence (‘Beschluss’) 133–4
notification to 133–4
private parties 133–4

binding effect
addressees 133–4
EU as organisation 133–4
Members States as part of 133–4

direct effect 371 n.63
decisions (PJCC pillar)

application in national courts 133–4
displacement of hierarchy (preliminary

reference procedure) 293
decisions (EC) compared 133–4
framework decisions: see framework

decisions
harmonisation of administrative measures

as objective 133–4
declarations as source of EU soft law 137

conduct of Institutions and 137
development of EU identity and 137
Joint Declaration on fundamental Freedoms

and Human Rights (1977)
Joint Declaration on Practical

Arrangements for (1999)
Delors Committee for the study of EMU 22,

27
democratic deficit 131–78: see also

accountability; constitutional status
(EU); European Parliament (including
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issues common to the Assembly);
legislative procedures (EU);
legitimacy/transparency; national
parliaments, role

Amsterdam Treaty and 33
Convention on the Future of Europe,

effectiveness as response to 74–6
elements constituting 64–5, 87, 167
European Parliament and

lack of a European identity as source of
problem 112–14

strengthening of Parliament,
effect 113–14

as justification for a Constitution 67–8,
80

Laeken Declaration and 64–8
national parliaments as focal point 168: see

also national parliaments, role
perception v reality 67–8
primacy of EU law and 208–9

Denmark
accession negotiations and entry 15–16
(EMU) economic and monetary union

29
Luxembourg Accords (1966) and 19
Maastricht Treaty

legal challenge to 30
referendum 30, 80

national parliament, consultation on
Commission proposals 168

second homes, protection of legislation
on 29–30

Single European Act (SEA) (1986)
Luxembourg Accords (1966) and 19
opposition to 18

Turkish accession, opposition to 39
derogation, right of: see also prohibition

strict interpretation, need for 323
development cooperation, Maastricht Treaty

provisions 27
direct effect of EU law/enforcement role of

national courts: see also allocation of
competences (EU/Member States);
national law, obligation to interpret in
conformity with Community law
(‘indirect effect’/consistent
interpretation doctrine); primacy of
EU law/enforcement role of national
courts

Decisions 371 n.63
definition 47

Directives: see directives (249 [189] EC),
direct effect

EC Treaty
Article 2 369
Article 25 [12] 47, 348–68
Article 141 [119] 348–71

ECJ approach to 365–6
framework decisions 348 n.1
incidental direct effect (State default and

proceedings between private
parties) 377–9

individual’s liability (horizontal direct
effect) 369, 370–1

direct effect of Directive,
exclusion 374–81

individual’s liability (horizontal indirect
effect) 384

individual’s right of litigation 48–9, 367
Regulations: see regulations (249 [189] EC),

direct effect
requirements

clear and unconditional language 367–8,
369, 381–2, 394

effect on individual/possibility of private
litigation, relevance 367

independence of implementing measures
at national or EC level 367–8

justiciability test 369
negative prohibition 367–8

retroactive effect of finding of illegality
370

sovereignty and 186–7
direct elections

effect on character of Parliament 17
introduction 15, 111

directives (249 [189] EC)
direct effect 348–79

arguments against 371–2
as blurring of distinction between

directives and regulations 372, 376–7
in case of correct implementation 374
Directive 64/221/EEC 372–3
Directive 76/207/EEC 374–5
Directive 80/987/EEC 394
Directive 83/189/EEC 377–9
Directive 85/577/EEC 375–7
estoppel and 374–5
‘fault’ of Member State as basis 374
incidental direct effect (State default and

proceedings between private
parties) 377–9
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476 index

directives (249 [189] EC) (cont.)
proceedings against State (vertical direct

effect), limitation to 374–81;
illogicalities of rule 375

transposition period and 374
entry into force, date 133
implementation

deadline 133
form and methods, Member States’

discretion 133, 382; obligation of
result 133, 381–2, 384; private parties’
right of remedy and 402, 419, 431

publication requirements (254(2) EC)
372

Directorates General 92–3
portfolio system and 92
variations between 92

disclosure obligation (competition law
investigation): see also access to
documents, right of;
legitimacy/transparency

due process: see fair hearing

EC Treaty
compliance obligation: see fidelity principle

(10 [5] EC)
as constitutional charter 58
international law model, as exception

to 183–5, 201
interpretation: see interpretation (EC

Treaty)
ECB (European Central Bank): see also Court

of Auditors; macroeconomic policy
making (EMU)

Annual Report 118–19
Delors Report (1989) and 22
Executive Board

composition and qualifications 127
EP’s role 314 n.8
responsibilities 127–8

Governing Council
composition 127
responsibilities 127–8

Parliamentary Committees and
118–19

role and powers 27
enforcement powers 127
issue of euros 127
judicial review (230 [173] EC),

standing 418
legislative powers 127

ECHR (European Convention on Human
Rights)

CT and 79 n.77
differing approaches to 21
EC undertaking to respect (1977) 241
EU competence and 70–1, 79 n.77, 242
European Charter of Fundamental Human

Rights and
ECHR jurisprudence, effect 260
obligation to respect 259–61

ECJ (European Court of Justice): see also
Advocates General; EU law; Judicial
Panels; preliminary reference
procedure headings

ECJ (European Court of Justice), approach to
task/suitability for

access to documents 320–4
activism 348–68, 394–400, 418, 433

proportionality test and 451–2
Article 228 proceedings 348–65
direct effect of EC law 365–6
‘indirect effect’ 348–90
integrationist approach 14
legitimacy 304–5
procedural autonomy at national level 391

ECJ (European Court of Justice),
composition and working methods

Advocates General: see Advocates General
CFI: see CFI (Court of First Instance)
Chambers

3/5 judges 124
effect on Court 124
Grand Chamber 124
preliminary reference procedure, role
Statute provisions

as common institution (1957
provisions) 14–15

composition 122–3
suitability of candidates, proposed Panel

(CT) 122–3
term of office, renewability 123

dissenting/separate Opinions,
exclusion 123

full Court, cases requiring 124
political considerations 122–3
President, role 124
proposed changes (Nice Treaty) 41
workload/docket 122, 303–4: see also

preliminary reference procedure (234
[177] EC), difficulties affecting

post-Nice 309
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index 477

ECJ (European Court of Justice), institution
of proceedings 121–2

Article 234 reference from national courts:
see preliminary reference procedure
(234 [177] EC)

enforcement actions against another EU
Institution

by Council of Ministers 98, 101
by Parliament 119, 417–18

enforcement actions against Member State
by another Member State 122
by Commission 98, 122
by ECB 127

request for Opinion on international
agreement 122

ECJ (European Court of Justice), judgments
Article 230 EC/234 EC reference,

relevance 411 n.4
binding effect

Article 35(1) references 275–6
Article 234 [177] EC references 279,

295–7
on ICF 126–7

compliance by Institutions (233 [176]
EC) 457

compliance by Member States (228 [171]
EC)

Commission’s monitoring role 98, 122
inadequacy of enforcement

procedures 361–2
sanctions: see remedies/sanctions for

breach of EC obligations (228 [171]
EC), non-compliance with ECJ
judgments, penalty payment (228(2))

time limits 361–2
ECJ (European Court of Justice),

jurisdiction 26, 86–127
CFSP, exclusion 120, 242–3, 414

CT provisions 121
CT provisions 121
EC pillar 120
fundamental rights 269–70, 282

concerns relating to 269–70
incohesion 121

rule of law, effect on 121
judicial review of EU Institutions 122,

272–85: see also judicial review (EU
Institutions) (230 [173] EC) headings

PJCC
CT provisions 121
limited role 120–1, 242–3, 414

procedures for amending Treaties 120–1
procedures for entry and expulsion of

Member State 120–1
reform prospects 121
[uniform] interpretation and application of

EC Treaty/EU law 282, 283
compliance with ‘observance of the law’

obligation 48, 120
ECJ monopoly 272–86, 302
general principles of law and 282
fundamental rights and 282
interpretation of mixed-competence

treaties and 283
interpretation of non-EC treaties

and 282
national law, right to give rulings on

282
private contract incorporating term

of EC law 282–3
economic freedoms, Treaty of Rome and 12
economic and monetary union: see EMU

(economic and monetary union)
economic policy: see macroeconomic policy

making (EMU)
economic and social cohesion, SEA and 19
economic supra-nationalism see also single

market
‘economic union’ 30–1, 202–3: see also EMU

(economic and monetary union)
ECSC (European Coal and Steel Community)

establishment 9–10
Institutions 9–10
membership 9–10

UK and 9–10
ECtHR (European Court of Human Rights):

see also ECHR (European Convention
on Human Rights)

individuals’ rights 49
education

Community competence 24, 27, 67, 193
law-making powers, limited nature 92,

138
Open Method of Coordination 138–9

EEA (European Economic Area) 35
Switzerland and 35 n.90

effectiveness principle 391, 392, 395, 401
EFTA (European Free Trade Area): see also

(EEA) European Economic Area
establishment 15–16
Luxembourg Declaration (1984) and 35

Eleftheriades, P. 207
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478 index

employment policy/law
Amsterdam Treaty and 33
as EC competence 33

employment policy/law, discrimination,
prohibition: see equal pay (141 [119]
EC)

EMS: see Exchange Rate Mechanism
(ERM)/European Monetary System
(EMS)

EMU (economic and monetary union): see
also capital, free movement (56 [73b]
EC); excessive deficit procedure (EDP)
(104 EC); macroeconomic policy
making (EMU)

EMU (economic and monetary union),
allocation of competences 27

EMU (economic and monetary union),
history

Beyen Plan (1953) 10–11
Delors Report/Madrid summit (1989) 22,

27
ERM (Exchange Rate Mechanism): see

exchange rate management; Exchange
Rate Mechanism (ERM)/European
Monetary System (EMS)

intergovernmental conference
(1990–1) 22–3

Maastricht Treaty provisions 27–8
SEA 19, 22
Single Market and 21–3
Strasbourg summit (1990) 22

EMU (economic and monetary union),
implementation

euro, adoption of: see euro
staged approach to, need for 22, 38 n.96
timetable 27 n.74

EMU (economic and monetary union),
necessary elements

‘economic union’ 30–1, 202–3
single currency 60

EMU (economic and monetary union), pros
and cons

Bundesbank and 38 n.96
convergence criteria: see convergence

criteria
economic equilibrium and 21–3
national fiscal policies and 27–8
reservations on participation in third

stage 29
energy, Maastricht Treaty provisions 27
enforcement of EU law: see also ECJ

(European Court of Justice),

judgments, compliance by Institutions
(233 [176] EC); ECJ (European Court
of Justice), judgments, compliance by
Member States (228 [171] EC); fidelity
principle (10 [5] EC); Fundamental
Rights, European Charter of (2000),
compliance; investigation (competition
law enforcement) (Articles 81 and 82
EC and Regulations 17/62 and 1/2003);
national law, obligation to interpret in
conformity with Community law
(‘indirect effect’/consistent
interpretation doctrine);
remedies/procedures/sanctions for
breach of EC obligations (228
[171]EC); remedies/sanctions for
breach of TEU obligations (7 [F.1]
TEU)

Treaty of Rome provisions 348–9, 360
enforcement of EU law (Article 226 EC

proceedings (reasoned
opinion/judicial review)) 348–57,
413–14: see also remedies/sanctions for
breach of competition law (Regulation
1/2003); remedies/sanctions for breach
of EC obligations (228 [171] EC)

administrative stage (pre-reasoned
opinion) 350–1

judicial review, limitations on 350–1,
413–14

negotiated agreement as objective 350
institution of proceedings, standing

348–57
Commission 98, 122
Commission communication on relations

with the complainant (2002) 357
‘direct and individual concern’

requirement (230 EC) 354
Member State 122
petition to Parliament as trigger 118, 315

n.18
private parties, role 354–5

judicial review
clearly defined dispute, need for 351–2
jurisprudence 350–3
pre-reasoned opinion 350–1
reasoned opinion 351–2

Ombudsman and 355–7: see also
Ombudsman (EO)

private party rights: see institution of
proceedings, standing above

reasoned opinion, requirements
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cogent and detailed reasons 351–2
judicial review, scope 351–2
reasonable time to respond 352

relevance 392–3, 395–6
State responsibility and 348–60: see also

State responsibility for acts and
omissions of

statistics 350, 354
enforcement of EU law (TEU provisions)

Article 226, absence of equivalent 348 n.1
direct effect of framework decisions and

third pillar decisions, exclusion (34(2)
TEU) 348 n.1

fidelity principle 348 n.1, 388–90
‘indirect effect’ 348 n.1

enhanced cooperation (Amsterdam
Treaty) 33–4, 131–59

conditions/safeguards
11(1) EC 157; workability 157
43 and 43A TEU 156–7;

non-justiciability 156–7
non-participating States; future

participation (43b TEU/11a EC) 158;
participation in discussions, right of
(44(1) TEU) 157–8

externalities 158–9
Nice Treaty and 41
PJCC and 33–4
usage

absence of action under 158
in Union of 25 Member States

158–9
enlargements

Austria/Finland/Sweden/Norway 35
collapse of Communism, effect 34–5
Commission role 98, 243–4
Copenhagen criteria 243–4
East and Central European States 35–7,

62–3
2000 Agenda 36
negative aspects 35–6
obligations of membership, capacity to

satisfy and
fundamental rights and 243–4
ideological tensions and 37–8
institutional restructuring, as justification

for 62–3
Laeken Declaration and 62–3
racial/ethnic discrimination and 37–8
review of constitution and functioning

(Amsterdam Treaty) 40
Turkey 38–40

UK/Denmark/Ireland/Norway 15–16
unification of Europe, relevance to 62

environmental protection (6 [3c] EC)
effective, proportionate and dissuasive

remedies, need for 141
SEA and 19

equal pay (141 [119] EC)
direct effect 348–71
jurisprudence 238–71

equivalence principle/mutual
recognition 391

ESC (Economic and Social
Committee) 86–129

composition 128
Liaison Group 129
role and powers

ESC–Commission Protocol relating to
(2001) 129

legislative initiatives, opinions on
128–9

ESCB (European System of Central Banks):
see also ECB (European Central Bank)

establishment, right of: see occupation in
another Member State, right to take
up/pursue, Rome Treaty Provisions

Estonia, negotiations and accession target
date 36–7

estoppel, direct effect of Directives and
374–5

ethical responsibility: see accountability;
Committee of Independent Experts,
second report (September 1999);
legitimacy/transparency

ethnic discrimination: see racial/ethnic
discrimination, prohibition

EU law
compliance/enforcement: see competition

law/policy (general), ECJ (European
Court of Justice), judgments,
compliance by Institutions (233 [176]
EC); ECJ (European Court of Justice),
judgments, compliance by Member
States (228 [171] EC); enforcement of
EU law; fidelity principle (10 [5] EC);
Fundamental Rights, European
Charter of (2000), compliance;
investigation (competition law
enforcement) (Articles 81 and 82 EC
and Regulations 17/62 and 1/2003)

individuals and: see individuals (EC law)
legislative output/impact on domestic

legislation 20, 21, 219–20
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480 index

EU law, CT provisions 136–7
European regulation (I-33 CT) 136
redesignation of regulations and

directives 77, 136–7
separation of powers considerations

136–7
EU law, direct effect: see direct effect of EU

law/enforcement role of national
courts

EU law, legal bases/sources 131–44: see also
conventions (34(2)(d) TEU); decisions
(EC); decisions (PJCC); directives (249
[189] C); regulations (249 [189] EC);
soft law (EU); treaties (EU treaties with
third parties)

comparative usage 135
EC pillar (249 EC) 132–4
ECJ case law 46, 53

in relation to EU legislation 423
fundamental rights 237: see also

fundamental freedoms and human
rights (EU)

general principles of law: see also damages,
non-contractual liability of Institutions
for (288(2) [215(2)]); legal certainty;
legitimate expectation; proportionality

administrative procedure 439–40, 443
hierarchy 143–4

absence 135, 259
EC/Member State norms 187, 217–18
pluralism and 207
residual provision (308 EC) 143

inherent confusion 144
PJCC pillar 135
predominant purpose rule 142–4

inextricably associated rule and 143–4
underlying principles and ideological

content as test 143
role 140
substitutability 135, 136–7, 140

EU law, primacy: see primacy of EU
law/enforcement role of national
courts

EU law, role and characteristics
international law distinguished 49–50, 53
as means of realizing and balancing EU

agendas 3
EU law, validity: see also judicial review (EU

Institutions) (230 [173] EC);
preliminary reference procedure
headings

declaration of voidness for invalidity (231
[174] EC), effect 410–57

Court’s power to determine 457
erga omnes 456, 457
voidness ab initio 456–7

presumption of 456–7
EURATOM Treaty (1957), negotiation and

signature 11
euro: see also EMU (economic and monetary

union); exchange rate management;
Exchange Rate Mechanism
(ERM)/European Monetary System
(EMS)

convergence criteria and: see convergence
criteria

ECB responsibility for 27, 127
Euro-scepticism 7
Europe as concept

18/19th century political philosophies
and 4–5

United States and 5
20th century totalitarianism and 5–6
Christianity and 4
definition 2
etymology 3–4
‘Europe of Nation-States’ 13, 171–2
‘European’ values and 4–5

death penalty 5
human rights 233
Turkey and 39–40

Finland and 8
nation-State and: see nation-State

concept
European Community (EC)

legal personality 26–7
as pillar of EU (Maastricht) 25–6
treaty-making powers 26–7

European Convention on Human Rights: see
ECHR (European Convention on
Human Rights)

European Council 86–111
composition 108
development of arrangements 19, 108
legislative programme, determination

by 97–8
Maastricht Treaty and 26, 108
meetings 108–9
reports to Parliament

after meetings 118
annual report on progress of the

Union 118
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responsibilities
adequacy of resources for
CFSP, definition of principles and

guidelines 109
CT provisions 110–11
future shape and tasks 109
General Affairs and External Relations

Council as ‘COREPER’ 110
Lisbon Strategy (2000) 110: see also

Lisbon Strategy (2000)
policy development 109

Smeingle European Act and 19, 108
European Defence Community (EDC)

as alternative to FRG entry into NATO
10

France and 10
Institutions 10
UK and 10

European Food Safety Authority (EFSA)
Commission’s relationship with 99–100
powers 99–100

European Monetary System (EMS): see
Exchange Rate Mechanism
(ERM)/European Monetary System
(EMS)

European Parliament (including issues
common to the Assembly) 86–120:
see also Assembly; democratic deficit;
national parliaments, role

Amsterdam Treaty and 33
comitology, role 166, 167
Commission, relations with 148
Committees: see also Committee of

Independent Experts; petition to
Parliament, right of (194 EC)

ECB and 118–19
factors affecting influence 116;

inter-institutional relations 116;
intergovernmentalism 116; policy
area 116

of inquiry: see committees of inquiry (193
EC)

membership 112
quality of personnel involved 116

composition
CT provisions 78
distribution of seats 111
Nice Treaty and 41
representatives of national

parliaments 12–13, 15, 111
confusion of powers 41–2

elections to
direct elections (Decision

76.287/EEC) 15, 111: see also direct
elections

domestic issues, dominance 111–12
member State’s right to determine

method 15, 111
turnout 111–12

European constitution and
draft EU Treaty (1983) 17
Herman Report (1994) 58

European groupings 112
funding of national parties and 112 n.114

European identity, absence 112–14
European parties, absence 111–12
fundamental rights (EU), attitude to 241–2
legislative powers 114–16

co-decision procedure: see co-decision
procedure

consultation procedure: see legislative
procedures (EU), legislation with
consultation of Parliament

right to request Commission to submit
proposal 115

Maastricht Treaty and 28
petitions to: see petition to Parliament, right

of (194 EC)
pillars (Maastricht) and 26
powers

budgetary/financial: see Community
Budget, European Parliament’s powers

budgetary/financial, First Budgetary
Treaty (1975) 15

Commission: see also resignation of
Santer Commission (1999); Annual
Report, debate and vote 118;
approval 89, 117, 314; approval of
President 117; collective
dismissal 117, 314, 331

Committee of Independent Experts’
proposals 333–4

Court of Auditors, appointment to 314
n.8

dialogue with Council of Ministers 118
ECB; Annual Report, right to

receive 118–19; hearing by
Parliamentary Committees 118–19

ECB, appointments to Executive
Board 314 n.8

ECJ, enforcement action against another
Institution 119
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European Parliament (cont.)
enhancement as response to democratic

deficit 113–14
European Council reports, right to

receive 118
holding to account 118
legislative: see legislative powers above
Nice Treaty and 41–2, 119, 417, 418
Ombudsman, appointment and

dismissal 117, 314 n.8
traditional parliamentary powers 114

proportional representation and 111
right of access to (255 [191a] EC)
Single European Act (1986) provisions

19
European regulation (I-33 CT) 136
European Round Table (ERT) 17
European security: see security (European) as

basis for immigration/asylum policy
European Social Fund, procedural fairness,

requirements 445
European Union Civil Service Tribunal

127
European Union (EU)

draft Treaty (1984) 17
globalisation and 60, 68–9
national interest and: see national interest
popular support for (including referendum

results) 30, 31, 35, 42, 44–5, 61, 73, 80
role/mission 2

CT provisions 2
unification of Europe 62

Solemn Declaration on (1983) 17
status/legal personality: see constitutional

status (EU)
as success 59, 61

economic and monetary union 60
enlargement 62–3
maintenance of peace between Member

States 60
political and constitutional setbacks,

relevance 61–2
European union, pre-1950 proposals 6–7

Bellers, John (1710) 6
Briand Memorandum (1929) 7
confederal nature 6–7
Coudenhove-Kalergi (1926) 7
Penn, William and (1693) 6
Saint-Simon (1814) 6–7

European Union Treaty (TEU): see Maastricht
Treaty (1992) (TEU)

excessive deficit procedure (EDP) (104
EC) 27

enforcement 349
Stability and Growth Pact 415–16

exchange rate management
euro, ECB responsibility for 27, 127
single currency, desirability/necessity 60

Exchange Rate Mechanism (ERM)/European
Monetary System (EMS) 22: see also
euro

exhaustion of domestic remedies
liability for damages (288(2) [215] EC)

and 463
Ombudsman (EO)
preliminary reference procedure (68 [73p]

EC) 274–5
expulsion of Member State for breach of EU

obligations 32
External Relations Council, role 102
external trade

CFI role 125
Commission, role 98

fair hearing: see also burden of proof
common customs tariff proceedings

and 439–40, 444–5
procedural fairness (41(1) EUFRC) 439–40
protection of vulnerable

witnesses/minors 194
federal goal 57: see also allocation of

competences (EU/Member States)
competence creep and 64
Fischer, Joschka and 58–9, 64
opposition 1–30

fidelity principle (10 [5] EC) 121, 182–96
applicability

EU law as a whole
non-EC pillars (Pupino) 121, 134, 194,

348 n.1, 388–9, 390
as attribute of EU sovereignty 186
consistent interpretation principle and 388,

389
definition/requirements 193

legal certainty 194–5
penalties/remedies for

infringement 195–6; effective,
proportionate and dissuasive
requirement 141, 195–6;
effectiveness 195–6 n.36;
proportionality 196 n.36

public availability 194–5
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index 483

implementation of EU law, Member State
responsibility 66

competition law as exception 413,
440–2

obligation to police law 195, 358
limits of obligation 195

primacy of EU law and 208
State liability for compensatory damages

and 395, 401
fines: see fidelity principle (10 [5] EC);

remedies/sanctions for breach of
competition law (Regulation 1/2003);
remedies/sanctions for breach of EC
obligations (228 [171] EC),
non-compliance with ECJ judgments,
penalty payment (228(1))

Finland
accession negotiations and entry 35
European concept and 8
preliminary reference procedure, Article

35(1) TEU, acceptance 275–6
‘fiscal provisions’ (95(2) EC) 142–3
fiscal regimes

EMU and 27–8
regulation under Rome Treaty 12, 27–8

foreign policy cooperation: see also Common
Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP)

CT provisions
continuation of Council

responsibility/right of veto 78
Minister for Foreign Affairs 78

European Cooperation in the Sphere of
Foreign Policy, Treaty on 19–20

as intergovernmental process 19–20
SEA and 19–20

Fouchet Plan (1961) 13
‘four freedoms’: see economic freedoms
framework decisions

application in national courts 134 n.11
binding effect 134, 348 n.1
consistent interpretation principle

and 388–90
direct effect, exclusion 348 n.1
directives (249 EC) compared 134,

389
harmonisation of legislation as

objective 134
implementation

form and methods, Member States’
discretion 134

obligation of result 134, 389

France: see also De Gaulle, Charles
Constitutional Treaty (2004) (CT),

referendum result 44–5, 73, 80
EDC and 10
Maastricht Treaty

legal challenge to 30
referendum 30

Nice Treaty negotiations and 41
primacy of EU law/enforcement role of

national courts 197
EU law in conflict with national

constitution 205–6
Spanish entry, opposition to 16
Turkish accession, opposition to 39

Franco–German relations
EDC and 10
Mendèz-France and 10
Mitterand–Kohl 22

freedom of information: see access to
documents, right of;
legitimacy/transparency

freedom of movement and residence within
Member States (18 EC/Directive
2004/38/EC) (family rights), ‘family
members’ (Art. 2(2)), registered
partnership and

fundamental freedoms and human rights
(EU): see also ECHR (European
Convention on Human Rights);
Fundamental Rights, European
Charter of (2000)

breach
monitoring of situation in Member

States, proposals for 245–6
peer review 245–6
suspension of Member State for (6

TEU) 245
categories of right

civil rights 238
economic rights 238
rights of defence 238, 441: see also

administrative law, procedural fairness
(41(1) EUCFR)

ECJ jurisdiction 269–70, 282
European Parliament and 241–2

Spinelli Report (1984) 241–2
Joint Declaration on (1977) 137

undertaking to respect ECHR (European
Convention on Human Rights) 241

liability for damages (288(2) EC) and
458
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fundamental freedoms and human rights
(EU) (cont.)

Member State actions, applicability
to 232–70

actions within EC law, limitation
to 267–8

Protocol (Maastricht) on Article 40.3.3 of
the Constitution of Ireland 29, 269

national/EU provisions, applicability
ECJ post-Van Gend en Loos 234–5
ECJ pre-Van Gend en Loos and

Costa 232–3
national courts approach to 204, 208,

235–7
post-Van Gend en Loos lacuna 208, 233

role
Amsterdam Treaty and 32, 244–5
as autonomous concept 238–9
community-building 267–8
as constraint on political integration

263
as empty concept 240–1, 242–3
Enlargement process 243–4
EU identity, creation of 263, 266, 267
as interpretive tool 263–4
judicial review of acts of EU Institutions,

limitation to 242–3
lack of clarity 246
legitimacy and 208, 233
legitimisation of EU 208, 233, 253
Maastricht Treaty and 26, 242, 243
trade and aid policies and 243

sources 237
Universal Declaration on Human Rights

(1948), EU Declaration on (1998) 245
Fundamental Rights, European Charter of

(2000) 232–70
compliance

allocation of responsibility for 263
Application of the Charter of

Fundamental Rights, SEC (2001)
380/3 261

legislative proposals, statement of
compatibility 261

lowest common denominator approach,
risk of 263

Convention on
composition 71, 247–8
decision-making process 71
ECJ role, concerns regarding 269–70

development
Cologne Summit (1999) 247–8

Simitis Report (1999) 246–7
distinguishing features

entrenchment of obligation to observe
rights 255

indivisibility of rights 255–6
reformulation/modernisation of existing

formulae 255
interpretation 232–61

ECHR jurisprudence, relevance 260
Explanations, as aid 258
judicial development, constraints on 258
other international human rights

obligations/national constitutions,
obligation not to undermine 259–61

legal status 71, 248–53
Advocates General, views on 248–9,

250–1
approval (Biarritz 2000) 248
CT provisions 79, 252
jurisprudence, national courts 249

reactions/concerns 248, 253
Bill of Rights as preferred

alternative 252–3
creeping constitutionalism fears 248
national constitutions, conflict

with 260–1
national laws, role 256–7
perceived omissions 256
principles/rights distinction 257–8; legal

uncertainty 257–8; national
implementation of principles,
justiciability 257

rights and freedoms under
citizens’ rights 254
equality 254
freedoms 253–4
good administration 440, 446
human dignity 253
justice 254
limitation of, conditions 254
solidarity 254
sources 254

role and purpose
EU identity, creation of 208, 233, 253,

255–6
European constitutional law, creation

of 260
interpretive function 261–3
as legitimisation of EU 233, 253

General Affairs Council
2000 changes 102
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General and Legislative Affairs Council,
draft CT proposals 102

concerns relating to 102
role 102

CT provisions for enhancement and
entrenchment 102

general principles of EU law: see judicial
protection, right to; legal certainty;
legitimate expectation;
proportionality; State liability for
compensatory damages in national
proceedings

Germany
constitutional status (EU) 182–203,

209–30
EDC and 10
Fundamental Rights, support for

Charter 247–8
Maastricht Treaty, legal challenge to 30–1
preliminary reference procedure, Article

35(1) TEU, acceptance 275–6
primacy of EU law/enforcement role of

national courts 197
fundamental rights, application of EU

law breaching national provisions 204,
236–7

public banking (Amsterdam opt-out) 34
sovereignty, transfer of powers to EU 202–3
subsidiarity principle 210
Turkish accession, opposition to 39

globalisation
citizens’ expectations of EU 60
EU role and 60, 68–9
Laeken Declaration 60

Greece
accession negotiations and entry 16
Luxembourg Accords (1966) and 19
national interest, EU as vehicle for

promoting 16
preliminary reference procedure, Article

35(1) TEU, acceptance 275–6
primacy of EU law/enforcement role of

national courts 197
Single European Act (SEA) (1986)

Luxembourg Accords (1966) and 19
opposition to 18

Hague Programme on strengthening
freedom, security and justice in the
EU (2004) 109

health and safety at work, SEA and 19
Herman Report (1994) 58

horizontal control 173
horizontal effect: see direct effect of EU

law/enforcement role of national
courts, individual’s liability (horizontal
direct effect); direct effect of EU
law/enforcement role of national
courts, individual’s liability (horizontal
indirect effect)

human dignity, respect for
European Charter of Fundamental Rights

and 253
human rights: see ECHR (European

Convention on Human Rights);
fundamental freedoms and human
rights (EU); Fundamental Rights,
European Charter of (2000)

Hungary
Communist insignia 309–10
negotiations and accession target date

36–7

Iceland, Schengen Agreements (1985 and
1990) and 25 n.68

ideological tensions 20–3, 75–6
Amsterdam Treaty 33–4
constitutional aspirations, ambiguity 75–6,

83–4
Convention on the Future of Europe 75: see

also Convention on the Future of
Europe

enlargement and 37–8
European Convention on Human Rights

and 21
national interests, perceived conflict

with 21
immigration, asylum, visas and other

policies related to the free movement
of persons (61-69 [73i-73k] EC): see
also security (European) as basis for
immigration/asylum policy

as EC competency 27, 32
Hague Programme 109
as new EC Title (Amsterdam) 32
preliminary reference procedure (68

EC) 274–5
implementation of EC law: see directives (249

[189] EC), implementation
indirect effect of EU law: see national law,

obligation to interpret in conformity
with Community law (‘indirect
effect’/consistent interpretation
doctrine)
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486 index

individuals (EC law)
CT provisions 96
effective judicial protection: see judicial

protection, right to
obligations 49–50

decisions addressed to 133–4
decisions not addressed to 133–4

rights
as against Commission’s exercise of

delegated legislative powers 96
as against own government 50–1
Article 226 enforcement: see enforcement

of EU law (Article 226 EC proceedings
(reasoned opinion/judicial review)),
institution of proceedings, standing

Article 230 review: see judicial review (EU
Institutions) (230 [173] EC), standing,
natural or legal persons with direct and
individual concern

civil rights 238
direct effect of EC law and: see direct

effect of EU law/enforcement role of
national courts, individual’s liability
(horizontal direct effect); direct effect
of EU law/enforcement role of national
courts, individual’s right of litigation

preliminary reference procedure
and 283–99

as subjects of 49–50
legitimacy of EU law as derivative

49–50
individuals (international law)

civil rights 238
enforcement of rights 49

human rights 49
industrial policy, Maastricht Treaty

provisions 27
inquiry, EP’s right: see committees of inquiry

(193 EC)
Institutions: see also Assembly; Commission;

Committee of the Regions;
constitutional status (EU); COREPER
(207(1) EC); Council of Ministers;
Court of Auditors; damages,
non-contractual liability of Institutions
for (288(2) [215(2)]); ECB (European
Central Bank); ECJ (European Court
of Justice); ESC (Economic and Social
Committee); European Parliament
(including issues common to the
Assembly); judicial review (EU
Institutions) (230 [173] EC);

Presidency (Council of Ministers);
Secretariat (207(2) EC)

balance between
Changes in/effet on Commission 97–8
consultation procedure and 86–7, 146,

147–8
preliminary reference procedure

and 272–80, 281, 283–5
trilogues and 155

common institutions (1957
provisions) 14–15

CT provisions
composition and functioning 78
tasks 78

enlargement as justification for
restructuring 62–3

Merger Treaty (1965) 14–15
Nice Treaty and 40
Protocol on review of constitution and

functioning with view to enlargement
(Amsterdam Treaty) 40

as representative of and balance between
different interests 86–7, 172–4

as source of democratic legitimacy 172
integration aspirations

Convention on the Future of Europe 73–4
ECJ, role 14
fundamental rights as constraint on 263
ideological tensions: see ideological tensions
motivating factors

appointment of Delors as Commission
President 17–18

economic policy, convergence 17
European Parliament aspirations 17
industrial pressure groups 17
relative economic decline 16–17
US, doubts relating to 16

regulatory agencies and 100
Solemn Declaration on European Union

(1983) 17
intellectual property rights

CFI role 125
preliminary reference procedure and 283

interest groups
judicial review (230 [173] EC) and 429,

433–6
single market and 174–5

intergovernmental cooperation: see foreign
policy cooperation

interim relief (Article 234 reference) 278–9,
286

conditions in case of
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interpretation of EC law 278–9
validity of Community measure 279

discretionary nature 431
ECJ delays, effect 303
legal certainty/uniformity and

EU system 279, 431
national courts 279

purpose
avoidance of serious and irreparable

damage 279
protection of effectiveness of ECJ

judgment 278–9
third parties and 279, 431

interlegality 384–5
internal market concept: see single market
interpretation (EC Treaty)

amendment distinguished 433
approaches to

context 363–4
object and purpose: see teleological below
strict interpretation in case of

derogation 323
teleological 48–9, 50–1

ECJ role [234 EC]: see ECJ (European Court of
Justice), jurisdiction, [uniform]
interpretation and application of EC
Treaty/EU law

national courts, role 430
phrases

‘or’ (228(2) EC) 362–4
‘peoples’ (Preamble) 49–50

interpretation (EU treaties with third parties)
identity of language with EC Treaty,

relevance 134
object and purpose 134

EC Treaty objective and purpose
distinguished 134

interpretation (European Charter of
Fundamental Rights): see
Fundamental Rights, European
Charter of (2000), interpretation

investigation (competition law enforcement)
(Articles 81 and 82 EC and
Regulations 17/62 and 1/2003)

complexity of procedures 413
initiation, judicial review and 413

Ireland
abortion law, protection 29–30
accession negotiations and entry 15–16
fundamental freedoms and human rights

(EU), Protocol (Maastricht) on Article
40.3.3 of the Constitution 269

neutrality concerns 42
primacy of EU law/enforcement role of

national courts 197
referendums

Maastricht Treaty 30
Nice Treaty 42, 80

Schengen Agreements (1985 and 1990)
and 25

Italy
Fundamental Rights, European Charter of

(2000), legal status 249
primacy of EU law/enforcement role of

national courts 197
fundamental rights, application of EU law

breaching national provisions 204,
236

judicial accountability 65
judicial independence, State responsibility for

acts of the judiciary and 406
Judicial Panels

appeal to CFI 86–127
composition and working methods

86–127
establishment (Nice Treaty) 86–127

judicial protection, right to 283–4, 392,
430–1

Directive 76/207/EEC (Art. 6) 382, 383,
393–4

as general principle of EU law 284, 387,
393–4

procedural autonomy and 393–4
State liability for compensatory damages

and 401, 406–7
judicial review (EU Institutions) (230 [173]

EC): see also damages, non-contractual
liability of Institutions for (288(2)
[215(2)]); enforcement of EU law
(Article 226 EC proceedings (reasoned
opinion/judicial review)), judicial
review; EU law, validity; fundamental
freedoms and human rights (EU), role,
judicial review of acts of EU
Institutions, limitation to; preliminary
reference procedure (35(1) TEU
(PJCC)); preliminary reference
procedure (68 EC (visas, asylum,
immigration and free movement of
persons)); preliminary reference
procedure (234 [177] EC) subsidiarity
principle, judicial review, limitations
on
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488 index

judicial review (EU Institutions) (230 [173]
EC), grounds 410–57

infringement of essential procedural
requirement 410–47: see also
administrative law, procedural fairness
(41(1) EUCFR)

uncertainty of rules relating to 439–40
infringement of treaty or rule of law relating

to its application 410–55
breach of general principles 436, 448: see

also legal certainty; legitimate
expectation; proportionality

lack of competence 410–39
approximation of laws legislation (94-97

[100-102] EC) 438
State aids 438

misuse of powers 410–56
judicial review (EU Institutions) (230 [173]

EC), role and functions
competition law and 413, 425 n.31, 437
EC provisions 412
financial resources of parties, relevance 413
legal certainty/uniformity of EU law 431
political accountability 433–6
preliminary reference procedure (234 EC)

as alternative 411, 429, 431
judicial review (EU Institutions) (230 [173]

EC), scope of review 410–16
‘acts intended to produce legal effects

vis-à-vis third parties’ 412–13
Article 226 proceedings 413–14
ERTA 412
‘taking note’ of national government’s

declaration of disqualification from
office, whether 414–15

clearly defined dispute, need for 351–2
political sensitivity, relevance 414–16

bias towards ‘no legal effects’ 414–16;
Stability and Growth Pact 415–16

limited ECJ jurisdiction under non-EC
pillars, relevance 26, 120, 348 n.1, 414

UK practice compared 414
US practice compared 414

judicial review (EU Institutions) (230 [173]
EC), standard/intensity of
review 410–37

commercial policy 437
competition law/policy (general) 437
manifest error/clear excess threshold 437
Merger Regulation (ECMR) (2004),

decisions under 437

judicial review (EU Institutions) (230 [173]
EC), standing

Article 226 EC enforcement and 354
‘direct and individual concern’ 354
European Parliament 417–18

Nice Treaty 119, 417, 418
natural or legal persons, decision addressed

to them 416, 418
natural or legal persons with direct and

individual concern 416
anti-dumping duties 424–5
CT provisions 433
‘direct concern’ 410–20; causation

test 418–19; discretion as to method of
implementing measure, effect 419,
431, 444–5; legal position, limitation
to 419–20; preliminary reference
procedure and 419

effective judicial protection
principle 430–1

‘individual concern’ 410–36; actions
against Member States
distinguished 421–22; liberal
interpretation 421–2; membership of
closed class and 422–3; regulations
and 424–5; restrictive
interpretation 420–3

interest groups 429, 433–6
reform, attempts at 429–33;

resistance 429
privileged applicants (entitlement to bring

eligible actions) 410–16, 417–18
semi-privileged applicants (entitlement to

bring actions for protection of
prerogatives) 410–16, 417–18

judicial review (EU Institutions) (232 [175]
(omissions) 411 n.1

judicial review (EU Institutions) (241 [184])
(inapplicability of regulation) 411 n.1

judiciary, State responsibility for acts of: see
State responsibility for acts and
omissions of, judiciary

Justice and Home Affairs pillar: see PJCC
(Police and Judicial Cooperation in
Criminal Matters)

Korean War (1950) 10

labour law: see employment policy/law
Laeken Declaration on the Future of the

European Union (2001) 59–60: see
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also Convention on the Future of
Europe

ambivalence of objective 83–4
citizens’ expectations of EU 60
competence creep 215–16
democratic challenge 59–60, 63–8

competence creep 64
democratic deficit 64–8

enlargement and 62–3
EU as success 59, 60, 61–3
Europe at a crossroads 59
globalisation, effect on EU role 60, 68–9
subsidiarity and 59–60, 64

Latvia, negotiations and accession target
date 36–7

legal bases: see EU law, legal bases/sources
legal certainty 408, 454–5: see also legitimate

expectation
consistent interpretation doctrine

and 385–6, 390
European Charter of Fundamental Rights

and 257–8
fidelity principle and 194–5
as general principle of EU law 448, 454

breach as ground for judicial review 448
interim relief and

EU system 279
national courts 279

preliminary reference procedure and 281
requirements

clarity/foreseeable consequences 454
non-retroactivity 390, 454
public availability 454–5

legal personality
EC 26–7
EU 26–7

legislative powers (Commission)
CT provisions 96
delegated quasi-legislative powers (202

EC/211 EC) 94–6, 101: see also
comitology

democratic accountability: see
comitology; legitimacy/transparency

see also Lamfalussy process
qualitative significance 95, 159
quantitative significance 95, 159

Directives ensuring public undertakings’
compliance with Treaty rules (86(3)
EC) 93–4, 98

judicial review and 138 n.29
legislative initiative, monopoly 96, 97

legislative programme, determination 96,
97–8

Notices and Guidelines 138
opinions 138
Regulations determining conditions of

residence in another Member State
(39(3)(d) EC) 93–4

legislative powers (EU): see also allocation of
competences (EU/Member States);
conferred powers principle;
subsidiarity principle

ad hoc nature 131–2
legislative procedures (EU): see also

co-decision procedure; EU law;
European Parliament (including issues
common to the Assembly)

Amsterdam Treaty and 33
Committee of the Regions, role 28
Council of Ministers’ role: see also

legislation with consultation of
Parliament below; legislation without
consultation of Parliament

final decision 101
legislative programme,

establishment 97–8, 106
ESC, role 128–9
legislation with consultation of

Parliament 114, 131–49
Assembly 12–13
as Commission-Council negotiation

148
concerns relating to 148–9
Council’s right to consider matter

pending consultation 148–9
institutional balance and 86–7, 146,

147–8
limitations on influence of

Parliament 148
obligation of Parliament to cooperate

sincerely 147–8
procedure 146
reconsultation requirement 146–7

legislation without consultation of
Parliament 131–46

areas of application 145
as Commission-Council negotiation 146
concerns relating to 146
as executive preserve 145
QMV and 145–6
unanimity vote requirement and 145,

146
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legislative procedures (EU) (cont.)
legislative initiative as Commission

monopoly 96
legislative programme, establishment

by Commission 96, 97–8
by Council of Ministers 97–8, 106

Luxembourg Accords (1966), effect on 14
Maastricht Treaty and 28
modus operandi as departure from Treaty

provisions
national parliaments, role: see national

parliaments, role
primary legislation 144–55

definition 144 n.45
preferred procedures 144

SEA, effect on 20
variety 132, 144

legitimacy/transparency: see also
accountability; constitutional status
(EU); democratic deficit; European
Parliament (including issues common
to the Assembly); legislative procedures
(EU)

access to documents, right of: see access to
documents, right of

Amsterdam Treaty and 33
arguments for

administrative effectiveness 317
better decision-making 318
citizens’ understanding of rights 317–18
constitutional and legal relationships

317
democratic participation 318
validity 318

bargaining democracy 173
inadequacies 174–5

Brunner ruling 30–1, 61–2
comitology and: see comitology,

legitimacy/transparency problems
Commission’s delegated quasi-legislative

powers and 95–6: see also comitology
consultation and 317
COREPER 108
Council of Ministers’ legislative powers

and 146, 148
decision-making process

knowledge of 317
transparency of 317

deliberative democracy 131–78
ECJ 304–5
fundamental rights and 208, 233, 253

inadequacies of ‘republican’ model
solutions 174–5

judicial accountability 65
Laeken Declaration 59–60, 63–8
Maastricht Treaty and 1–25, 28–9
mutual horizontal control 173
Nice Treaty, failure to address 41–2
pluralism and 173–4, 175, 176–8
public attendance at Committee

meetings 165
public attendance at Council

meetings 105–6
reasons, duty to give and 317, 447
separation of powers 66–7

CT provisions 136–7
trilogues and 155

legitimate aim, proportionality of penalty
and 196 n.36

legitimate expectation 455: see also legal
certainty

definition 455
liability of Institutions: see damages,

non-contractual liability of Institutions
for (288(2) [215(2)])

Lisbon Strategy (2000) 110: see also Open
Method of Coordination (OMC)

2010 objective 138
Lithuania, negotiations and accession target

date 36–7
lobbying: see interest groups; pluralism (EU),

pros and cons
Luxembourg

primacy of EU law/enforcement role of
national courts 196

public banking (Amsterdam opt-out) 34
Luxembourg Accords (1966)

effect on
Assembly’s role 14
Commission’s perception of role 14
ECJ 14
legislative procedures 14

SEA and 19, 20
‘very important interests’ veto 13–14

Luxembourg Declaration (1984) (‘European
economic space’) 35

Maastricht Treaty (1992) (TEU)
access to documents (Declaration 17)

318
BSE crisis and
committees of inquiry, provision for 315
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competences and 1–28: see also allocation
of competences (EU/Member States);
citizenship (EU); common transport
policy; development cooperation;
EMU (economic and monetary
union); energy; industrial policy; social
policy; telecommunications

CT and 77
EMU and 27–8
fundamental rights and 26, 242, 243
imbalance/asymmetry 26–7
legal challenge to 30–1
legitimacy and 23–5
national parliaments, role 168
Ombudsman, creation 337
pillars 1–27: see also Common Foreign and

Security Policy (CFSP); European
Community (EC); Maastricht Treaty
(1992) (TEU), pillars; PJCC (Police
and Judicial Cooperation in Criminal
Matters)

Commission and 26
CT provisions and 77, 276–7
ECJ and 26, 120, 348 n.1, 414
European Parliament and 26
reallocation of competences (Amsterdam

Treaty) 32
relationship between 140–1

ratification difficulties 1–31
Decision ‘interpreting’ Treaty 30
referendum results 30

revolutionary nature 23–5
State liability for compensatory damages

and 399
macroeconomic policy making (EMU)

national autonomy, effect on: see also
excessive deficit procedure (EDP) (104
EC)

Rome Treaty aspirations 12, 17
Malta, negotiations and accession target

date 36–7
Merger Treaty (1965) 14–15
minors, protection from effects of giving

evidence (Pupino) 194
misuse of powers

judicial review and 410–56
liability for damages (288(2) EC) and 458

monetary policy: see also ECB (European
Central Bank); EMU (economic and
monetary union)

Myanmar, suspension of GSP benefits 243

nation-State concept: see also constitutional
status (EU); sovereignty (EU)

democracy, dependence on 53–4
development 4–5, 6–7
EU concept in opposition to 7, 52, 266
EU as means of continuing nation-State

achievements 69
‘Europe of Nation-States’ and 13
replication in EU, possibility of 7, 171–2

national courts, role: see direct effect of EU
law/enforcement role of national
courts; national law, obligation to
interpret in conformity with
Community law (‘indirect
effect’/consistent interpretation
doctrine); primacy of EU
law/enforcement role of national
courts; State liability for compensatory
damages in national proceedings

national interest
big State/small State divide 75
EU as vehicle for promoting 8, 16, 84
ideological differences and 21
‘very important interests’ veto 13–14

national law, obligation to interpret in
conformity with Community law
(‘indirect effect’/consistent
interpretation doctrine) 49, 348–90

Article 226 EC, relevance 390
‘Community law’ for purposes of 348–90

non-binding recommendations 388
date arising 348–88
determination of Community obligation as

starting point 384
fidelity principle (10 EC) as basis 388,

389
interlegality 384–5
judicial protection, obligation to provide

and 382, 383, 387, 393–4
legal certainty and 385–6, 390
non-EC pillars, extension to (Pupino) 194,

348 n.1, 388–9, 390
non-implementing legislation, applicability

to 384–5, 386
non-retroactivity and 385–6, 390
as principle of EC law 390

national parliaments, role 28, 33, 79, 131–45,
168–71

consultation on Commission proposals
document-based/scrutiny model 169
mandate-based system 169–70
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national parliaments, role (cont.)
contacts and exchange of information with

European Parliament (TEU
Declaration) 168

COSAC 168
CT provisions 79, 171, 228–30
as focal point of ‘democratic deficit’ 168
Laeken Declaration and 170–1
parliamentary Committees on EU affairs

establishment 168
problems relating to 170

Protocol on role of national parliaments
(Amsterdam) 168–9

subsidiarity principle and 79, 228–30
nationality, prohibition of discrimination on

grounds of (12 [6] EC), Amsterdam
Treaty (TEU 6) and 32

NATO, EDC as alternative to FRG entry to
10

necessity [in a democratic society] 451: see
also legitimate aim; proportionality

Netherlands
Beyen Plan (1953) 10–11
Constitutional Treaty (2004) (CT),

referendum result 44–5, 73, 80
preliminary reference procedure (35(1)

TEU) 275–6
primacy of EU law/enforcement role of

national courts 196
neutrality concerns 42
Nice Treaty (2000)

CFI, expansion of role 125–6, 307–8
competence creep and 215
ECJ

composition and working methods 41,
125–6, 307–9

Parliament’s power to institute
proceedings 119, 417, 418

failure to address key issues 41–2
French tactics 41
institutional reform and 40, 41
participation of applicant States in

negotiations 40
ratification 42
resignation of Santer Commission (1999)

and 40–1
voting (Council of Ministers) and 103

Norway
accession negotiations 15–16
accession negotiations/negative referendum

result 35

Schengen Agreements (1985 and 1990)
and 25 n.68

Notices and Guidelines 138
nuclear energy: see also EURATOM Treaty

(1957)

occupation in another Member State, right to
take up/pursue, Rome Treaty
provisions 12

Office for Harmonisation and Plant
Variety 99

oligopoly market, European network of
national Ombudsmen 341–2

Ombudsman (EO) 28, 337–46
accountability, effectiveness as instrument

of 344, 356–7
appointment by European Parliament 117,

314 n.8
Article 226 EC enforcement cases

and 355–7
Code of Conduct for access to documents

and 319
Code of Good Administrative Behaviour

(2001) 339–40, 440, 446
decoupling of principles of

maladministration and principles of
law 339–40

non-binding effect 339
Committee of Independent Experts’

omission of reference to 333
dismissal

grounds 117
procedure 117

exhaustion of administrative remedies, need
for

improvement of administrative
practices/resolution of problem
distinguished 343–4

Maastricht and 337
maladministration, definition 337–40: see

also Code of Good Administrative
Behaviour (2001) above

Annual Report 1995 337–8
Annual Report 1997 338
Constitutional Treaty provisions,

applicability 346
failure to act in accordance with a

binding rule or principle 339–40
legalistic approach 338–9, 344–5
Code of Good Administrative Behaviour

and 339–40
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EO’s justification (1997) 339
UK Parliamentary Ombudsman

compared 338–9
own-initiative inquiries 342

access to documents (1996-7) 345
Article 226 EC enforcement cases

(Newbury bypass) 355–7
register, Council’s failure to maintain

(2001) 345–6
powers (195 EC) 337
right of petition (21 [8d] EC)

complaints against Community
Institution, limitation to 340

corporation registered in a Member
State 340

‘directly affected’, relevance 340
EU citizen 340
residence within the Union,

sufficiency 340
Standing Committee on Standards in Public

Life and 333
statistics relating to (2004) 341
working methods (Annual Report

2004) 342–3
Open Method of Coordination (OMC) 110,

138–9
areas covered 138–9
main features

opt-outs
Amsterdam Treaty 34
Maastricht Treaty 29–30

‘own resources’ system: see Community
Budget

Parliament: see Assembly; democratic deficit;
European Parliament (including issues
common to the Assembly); legislative
procedures (EU)

penalties: see fidelity principle (10 [5] EC);
remedies/sanctions for breach of EC
obligations; remedies/sanctions for
breach of EC obligations (228 [171]
EC), non-compliance with ECJ
judgments, penalty payment (228(1))

petition to Parliament, right of (194
EC) 315–16

accountability, as effective instrument
of 315

Committee of Petitions 118
as complement to Ombudsman’s role 315
coverage 118, 315

‘directly affected by the matter’
requirement 314–15

on matters ‘within the EU’s field of
activity’ 314–15

as starting point for Article 226 EC
investigation 118, 315 n.18

pillars (Maastricht): see Common Foreign
and Security Policy (CFSP); European
Community (EC); Maastricht Treaty
(1992) (TEU), pillars; PJCC (Police
and Judicial Cooperation in Criminal
Matters)

PJCC (Police and Judicial Cooperation in
Criminal Matters) 32

Amsterdam Treaty changes 32, 275–6,
388–90

Commission’s right of initiative
ECJ jurisdiction 120–1, 242–3, 414
enhanced cooperation and 33–4
legislative instruments 135: see also

conventions (34(2)(d) TEU); decisions
(PJCC pillar)

‘common positions’ 135 n.15
conventions 134–5
direct effect, exclusion (34(2) TEU) 348

n.1
framework decisions 134

Maastricht provisions 25
preliminary reference procedure (35(1)

TEU) and 275–6, 388–90
pluralism (EU), pros and cons 173–4, 175

primacy of EU law and 206–7
public debate, limited nature 176–8
sovereignty (EU) and 207

Poland
Constitutional Treaty (2004) (CT), draft,

rejection 44, 73, 78 n.74, 103–5
negotiations and accession target date

36–7
primacy of EU law/enforcement role of

national courts 199–201
sovereignty, prohibition on

transfer 199–201
voting power concerns 44, 73, 78 n.74,

103–5
political accountability, judicial review

and 433–6
political considerations/politicisation

concerns
comitology 165–7
ECJ appointments 122–3
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political responsibility: see accountability;
legitimacy/transparency

political rights (EU citizens),
right to petition and hold administration

accountable: see administrative law,
procedural fairness (41(1) EUCFR);
Ombudsman (EO); petition to
Parliament, right of (194 EC)

political union
as afterthought
constitution, need for 23–4
intergovernmental conference on

(1990-1) 22–3
Portugal

accession negotiations and entry 16
national interest, EU as vehicle for

promoting 16
poverty, fight against, EU 60
pre-emption doctrine: see allocation of

competences (EU/Member States)
preliminary reference procedure (35(1) TEU

(PJCC)) 275–6, 388–90
optional nature 275–6

preliminary reference procedure (68 EC
(visas, asylum, immigration and free
movement of persons)) 274–5

exhaustion of domestic remedies
requirement 274–5

preliminary reference procedure (234 [177]
EC) 121–2, 272–4

binding effect of ruling 279–80, 295–7
compliance 280

avoidance 280
difficulties affecting 303–5
bottlenecking 303

dispute resolution, effect on 303
interim relief proceedings, effect on 303
judicial politics 304–5, 309–10
lack of legitimacy 304–5
range of required expertise 304
workload 303–4

domestic remedy, availability and 274–5
ECJ’s right to refuse reference 287–9, 290,

291: see also preliminary reference
procedure (234 [177] EC), role and
functions, dispute
resolution/administration of justice

alternative EC procedures and 284–5,
297

non-judicial proceedings 291
non-legal dispute 291

Information Note on References by National
Courts for Preliminary Rulings 277

interim relief: see interim relief (Article 234
reference)

obligation to refer 411, 430, 432–3
acte clair and (CILFIT) 299–301; pros

and cons 300–1
acte éclairé and 299, 302
courts against whom there is no national

judicial remedy (234(3) EC) 298–9
failure to comply 301–2; damages against

State for illegal act 301–2;
effectiveness 302

Member State practice 300–1
outline of process 273
proceedings

oral presentations 278
parties to the dispute, standing/role 278,

281, 297, 411 n.2
right of intervention 278
standing before national court,

relevance 283–4
time limits, relevance (TWD) 284–5,

297
time-lag 278

reform proposals 305–10
Chambers, enhanced role
Due Report (2000) 306
ECJ/CFI proposals 306–7
Nice Treaty changes 307–9;

effectiveness 309
right of reference

‘court or tribunal’ 295; arbitration
tribunals, exclusion 294–5;
independence, need for 294; inter
partes proceedings, relevance 294;
national status, relevance 294; public
status/compulsory jurisdiction 294–5

creation of EU judicial order and 272–91
national judicial hierarchy,

relevance 272–91; displacement of
hierarchy 293; rulings by superior
court, relevance 292–3

role and functions 272–91: see also ECJ
(European Court of Justice),
jurisdiction

development of EC law/extension of
jurisdiction 272–83; mixed
competence international
agreement 283; national law, rulings
on 282
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direct action procedures (Articles 230(4)
and 241 EC) and 283–99, 429, 431

dispute resolution/administration of
justice 272–81, 287–91; challenge to
national law in courts of another
Member State and 289; hypothetical
cases and 287–9; judicial delay,
effect 303; test cases and 289

EU identity and 281
institutional balance/judicial

review 272–80, 281, 283–5: see also
judicial review (EU Institutions)

The Future of the Judicial System of the EU
(ECJ) 280

uniformity and consistency of EU
law 281; ECJ monopoly 272–86

statement of legal and factual context, need
for 277–8

ECJ competence, limitation to 277–8
as evidence of genuine nature of

dispute 290
as preferred source for definition of

issue 278
usage 276

preliminary reference procedure (234 [177]
EC), ECJ’s right to refuse
reference 287–9

preliminary reference procedure (CT
provisions) 276–7

Presidency (Commission): see Commission
President

Presidency (Council of Ministers) 106–7: see
also COREPER (207(1) EC);
Secretariat (207(2) EC)

CT provisions 78
effective power of 106–7
legislative programme, determination

by 97–8, 106
role and powers 106

pressure groups: see interest groups
primacy of EU law/enforcement role of

national courts 14, 182–5, 196–209:
see also fundamental freedoms and
human rights (EU), national/EU
provisions, applicability; preliminary
reference procedure headings

complexity of relationship 208–9
constitutional tolerance approach 198,

201–6
CT provisions 79
definition of primacy 46–7

democratic deficit, relevance 208–9
effectiveness of national courts

EU law enforcement 272–3
private parties’ rights 429–33

EU law in conflict with national
constitution 205–6

European constitutional sovereignty
approach 198–9

fidelity principle (10 [5] EC) 208
fundamental rights, application of EU law

breaching national provisions 204,
208, 235–7: see also fundamental
freedoms and human rights (EU)

limited invocation of EU in national
courts 197–8

national constitutional sovereignty
approach 198, 199–201

unacceptability 201
non-constitutional law and 197
pluralism and 206–7
proportionality principle: see

proportionality
reciprocating justification, dependence

on 187–8
subsidiarity principle, in case of

breach 204–5, 208
supremacy distinguished 198–9
transcendent principles and 207–9

common constitutionalism 207–9
‘cosmopolitan law’ 207

willingness to apply 196–8
procedural autonomy 348–94

Article 226 proceedings and 392–3
ECJ attitude towards 391
effectiveness principle and 391, 392, 395
equivalence principle and 391
judicial protection and 393–4
sovereignty considerations 392–3

procedural fairness: see administrative law,
procedural fairness (41(1) EUCFR)

Prodi Commission, accountability and 334–7
proportionality 448–54: see also conferred

powers principle; legitimate aim;
subsidiarity principle

access to documents, restrictions 323
applicability to EU law as a whole 211
burden of proof 451
Charter of Fundamental Rights and 254
definition/requirements 448–9, 452–4

flexibility 449
legitimate aim 196 n.36
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proportionality (cont.)
‘manifestly inappropriate’ standard 451,

452–4
necessity 451

as general principle of EU law 211, 448
breach as ground for judicial review

448
political activism of ECJ and 451–2
standard of review

challenge to exercise of discretion and
interference with right
distinguished 451 n.73

Member State and Community action
distinguished 451–2

public banking (Amsterdam opt-outs) 34
public interest, access to documents,

restrictions on
public undertakings, applicability of

competition law (86 [90] EC) 12: see
also State aids; State responsibility for
acts and omissions of

Commission powers (86(3) EC) 93–4, 98

qualified majority voting (QMV): see voting
(Council of Ministers), qualified
majority voting (QMV)

racial/ethnic discrimination, prohibition,
development of policy, EU
enlargement and 37–8

reference procedure (ECJ): see preliminary
reference procedure headings

regions, subsidiarity principle and 220
Regions, Committee of: see Committee of the

Regions
regulations (249 [189] EC)

direct effect 133, 371
implementing measures, relevance

133
European regulation (I-33 CT) 136
general applicability 133

judicial review (230 [173] EC),
non-privileged applicants and 424–5

regulatory agencies: see also Agency for
Evaluation of Medicinal Products;
European Food Safety Authority
(EFSA); Office for Harmonisation and
Plant Variety

Commission’s relationship with 99–100
discrimination policies, promotion of
history 99–100

agencies created post-2000 99–100
agencies created pre-2000 99
European Governance (2001) 99
Reforming the Commission (2000) 99

rationale/motivation
as backdoor route to political

integration 100
de-politicisation of technical tasks 100
elevation of Europe-wide technology

communities 106
remedies/sanctions for breach of EC

obligations (228 [171] EC) 348–65:
see also damages, non-contractual
liability of Institutions for (288(2)
[215(2)]); enforcement of EU law
(Article 226 EC proceedings (reasoned
opinion/judicial review)); State
liability for compensatory damages in
national proceedings

CT provisions 360 n.33, 364
effectiveness 348–62, 364–5

statistics 364
Maastricht changes 360–1
measure of damages 301–2
non-compliance with ECJ judgments,

penalty payment (228(1)) 98, 122,
361–2

dependence on prior finding of
non-compliance 364

lump sum or penalty payment, possibility
of cumulation 362–4

purpose 363
Treaty of Rome provisions 360

remedies/sanctions for breach of TEU
obligations (7 [F.1] TEU)

expulsion 32
suspension of rights 32

republicanism model 131–75
inadequacies 174–5

res judicata, State responsibility for acts of the
judiciary and 406, 408

research and development, SEA and 19
resignation of Santer Commission

(1999) 40–1, 61, 117, 314, 329–31: see
also accountability

absence of continuing impact 335, 336
Committee of Independent Experts,

role 329–31
first report (15 March 1999) 330–1

Court of Auditors, role 330: see also Court
of Auditors
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retroactive effect of finding of illegality: see
direct effect of EU law/enforcement
role of national courts, retroactive
effect of finding of illegality; national
law, obligation to interpret in
conformity with Community law
(‘indirect effect’/consistent
interpretation doctrine),
non-retroactivity and

Romania, negotiations and accession target
date 36–7

Rome Treaty (1957)
common agricultural policy (CAP), reasons

for 12
customs union provisions 11–12
economic freedoms 12
enforcement provisions 348–9, 360
negotiation and signature 11

rule of law: see fidelity principle (10 [5] EC)

Santer Commission: see resignation of Santer
Commission (1999)

Schengen acquis, Protocol integrating into the
EU framework (Amsterdam) 32

Schengen Agreements (1985 and 1990) 25:
see also AFSJ (Area of Freedom,
Security and Justice); freedom of
movement and residence within
Member States (18 EC/Directive
2004/38/EC); immigration, asylum,
visas and other policies related to the
free movement of persons (61-69
[73i-73k] EC)

parties to 25, 25 n.68
Schöppenstedt formula 458
Schuman Plan (1950) 8–9
Secretariat (207(2) EC), role 107
security (European) as basis for

immigration/asylum policy
anti-terrorist measures post 9/11 and

Madrid bombings 60
Hague Programme (2004) 109

separation of powers: see legitimacy/
transparency, separation of
powers

services, freedom to provide (49–55 [59–66]
EC), Rome Treaty (1957)
provisions 12

sexual discrimination, prohibition: see equal
pay (141 [119] EC)

Simitis Report (1999) 246–7

single currency: see EMU (economic and
monetary union); euro; exchange rate
management; Exchange Rate
Mechanism (ERM)/European
Monetary System (EMS)

Single European Act (SEA) (1986): see also
single market

economic and monetary integration
and 19, 22

economic and social cohesion and 19
environmental protection and 19
European Parliament powers and 19
foreign policy cooperation and 19–20
health and safety at work and 19
initial assessments 18
legislative procedures, effect on 20
Luxembourg Accords and 19
opposition to 18
research and development and 19
unanimity voting and 18

single market
CAP (37 [43] EC), primacy 143
common market compared 19
Community competence and 191–2
CT provisions and 77–8
definition
delegated legislative powers and 95
early development

Delors and 17–18
Narjes and 18
Solemn Declaration on European Union

(1983) and 16
economic and monetary union and 21–3
ideological dimension 21
legislative procedures (EU) and 21
lobbying/interest groups, effect 174–5
SEA and 18, 19: see also Single European

Act (SEA) (1986)
social policy and 21
White Paper on Completion of (1985) 18

implementation following SEA 20
Slovakia

human rights record 244 n.51
negotiations and accession target date

36–7
Slovenia, negotiations and accession target

date 36–7
social policy

reasons for inclusion in Rome Treaty 12
single market and 21
Social Charter (1989) 21
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social policy (cont.)
Social Policy Protocol (Maastricht) 28, 29

termination 33
Söderman, J. (Ombudsman,1995–2003) 337,

338–9, 344–6
soft law (EU) 131–40: see also action plans;

declarations as source of EU soft law
Commission opinions and notices 138
‘consistent interpretation’ principle

and 388
evaluation 139–40

criticisms 139
disadvantages 139

as preferred option in case of 138
absence of will for legislation
areas touching national identity or

culture 329.8
disproportionate nature of

harmonisation requirements 329.10
sources

action plans 137–8
declarations 137
enumeration 137

sources of EU law: see EU law, legal
bases/sources; fundamental freedoms
and human rights (EU); soft law (EU),
sources

sovereignty (EU): see also allocation of
competences (EU/Member States);
nation-State concept; primacy of EU
law/enforcement role of national
courts; subsidiarity principle

allocation of competences, right to
determine and 185–6, 188

definition 182
direct effect of EU law and 51, 186–7
EU autonomy and 57–8, 185
federal limits of EU law and 182–230
fidelity principle and 186
limited nature of powers 51, 66, 67,

204–5
pluralism and 207
procedural autonomy and 392–3
super-power status 51, 68–9

sovereignty (Member States)
encroachment on 51
transfer of powers to EU 199–201,

202–4
Spaak Report (1950) 11

as basis for Treaty of Rome (1957) 11
UK and 10–11

Spain
accession negotiations and entry 16

French opposition 16
Constitutional Treaty (2004) (CT)

compatibility with Constitution 198–9
draft, rejection 44, 73, 78 n.74, 103–5
referendum result 44–5

Fundamental Rights, European Charter of
(2000), legal status 249

Maastricht Treaty, legal challenge to 30
national interest, EU as vehicle for

promoting 16
preliminary reference procedure, Article

35(1) TEU, acceptance 275–6
primacy of EU law/enforcement role of

national courts 198–9
voting power concerns 44, 73, 78 n.74,

103–5
Spinelli, Alfiero (EC Commissioner/

Chairman, European Parliament) 17,
57, 58, 241–2

Stability and Growth Pact: see excessive deficit
procedure (EDP) (104 EC)

standing: see enforcement of EU law (Article
226 EC proceedings (reasoned
opinion/judicial review)), institution
of proceedings, standing; judicial
review (EU Institutions) (230 [173]
EC), standing; preliminary reference
procedure (234 [177] EC),
proceedings, parties to the dispute,
standing/role

Standing Committee on Standards in Public
Life, Committee of Independent
Experts’ recommendation for 333

Ombudsman and 333
State aids

enforcement provisions 349
fair hearing, relevance 439–40, 445–6
judicial review (230 EC) and 425 n.31, 438

State liability for compensatory damages in
national proceedings 400–4: see also
damages, non-contractual liability of
Institutions for (288(2) [215(2)]); State
responsibility for acts and omissions of

for any breach of Community law meeting
threshold requirements 402–3

Article 226 proceedings, relevance 395–6
determination of liability as matter for

national courts 403, 404
effectiveness principle and 395–6, 401
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fidelity principle (10 [5] EC) and 395, 401
Francovich, criticisms of decision 397–8
as general principle of EU law 395
hierarchy of national courts and 407–8
judicial protection and 401
judicial protection, right to and 406–7
Köbler 405–7
legal certainty and 408
Maastricht, rejection of principle 399
national courts’ reluctance 399–400
non-contractual liability of Institutions

(288(2) EC), harmonisation of
rules 401, 402–3, 407

preliminary reference and 407 n.130
requirements 395, 402–3, 407, 457

‘sufficiently serious breach’ 404–5, 407
State responsibility for acts and omissions of:

see also public undertakings,
applicability of competition law (86
[90] EC); State liability for
compensatory damages in national
proceedings

judiciary 301–2, 359–60, 405–7
judicial independence and 406
res judicata and 406, 408

legislature 401, 403–4
private bodies with public function/State

involvement 195, 358, 380–8
in absence of necessary and proportionate

preventive measures 358
State agency 359

independent status, relevance 357–8
subsidiarity principle 182–230

applicability
areas not within exclusive competence,

limitation to 220
Community/Member States relationship,

limitation to 220
Commission reports on application of

principle 225–8
limited value 227–8

CT provisions 79, 228–30
definition 29, 79, 211

‘decisions as closely as possible to the
citizen’ 210

German Constitution 210
EC and TEU provisions 209–10, 220
history of concept in EU context 219–20
judicial review, limitations on 220–5

alternative solutions 221–2
internal contradictions 222–3

lateness in legislative process 221–2
monitoring of justification requirement

and 223–5
Laeken Declaration 59–60, 64
national parliaments, role 228–30
national parliaments, role, CT

provisions 79, 228–30
likely effectiveness 230
limited nature 229–30
scope for reform in absence of CT 229

primacy of EU law and 208
Subsidiarity and Proportionality, Protocol

on the Application of the Principles of
(Amsterdam Treaty) 33, 222, 223

Subsidiarity and Proportionality, Protocol
on the Application of the Principles of
(CT) 228–30

sustainable development 60
Sweden

accession negotiations and entry 35
Switzerland, European Economic Area (EEA)

and 35 n.90
symbols of the Union 7, 79–80

as substitute for reality 82

telecommunications
Maastricht Treaty provisions 27

terrorism, prevention
EU role 60

Thatcher, Margaret, Bruges Speech (1988)
22

third country relations: see association;
common commercial policy; treaties
(EU treaties with third parties)

Tindemans, Leo/Tindemans Report 57–8
trademarks, matter of ‘direct and individual

concern’ (230 [173] EC),
whether 426–7

transparency: see access to documents, right
of; legitimacy/transparency

transport: see also common transport policy
treaties (EU treaties with third parties)

interpretation: see interpretation (EU
treaties with third parties)

lawfulness, ECJ Opinion on 122
as source of EU law 134

Community competence, limitation
to 134

implementation, need for 134
Treaty on European Union (TEU): see

Maastricht Treaty (1992) (TEU)
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Treaty of Paris (1951): see ECSC (European
Coal and Steel Community)

treaty-making powers
EC 26–7
EU 26–7

trilogues 151, 153–5
COREPER and 155
effectiveness 154–5
institutional balance of power and 155
proceedings 154–5

Turkey
accession

budgetary and economic problems
consequent on 38–9

opposition to 38–40
political values, relevance 39–40

application for membership (1987) 38
Association Agreement (1963) 38
customs union (1995) 38
negotiations, agreement to open 38
obligations of membership, capacity to

satisfy 38
human rights record 244 n.51

suspension of relations 244 n.53
two-tier community: see enhanced

cooperation (Amsterdam Treaty),
conditions/safeguards

UNICE 17
United Kingdom

accession negotiations and entry 15–16
allocation of competences (EU/Member

States) and 1–30
Bruges Speech (Thatcher) (1988) 22
BSE crisis, effect on relations with other

Member States 31
De Gaulle veto on entry

1963 13, 15–16
1967 15–16

EC membership, perceived legal effect 184
ECSC and
EDC and 10
EMU (economic and monetary union) 22,

29
federal goal, opposition 1–30
justiciability doctrine 414
Luxembourg Accords (1966) and 19
Maastricht Treaty

legal challenge to 30
ratification 30

national parliament, role

consultation on Commission
proposals 168

document-based/scrutiny model 169
Parliamentary Ombudsman 338–9
primacy of EU law/enforcement role of

national courts 197, 203
ultra vires EU law 204–5

Schengen Agreements (1985 and 1990)
and 25

Single European Act (SEA) (1986)
Luxembourg Accords (1966) and 19
opposition to 18

Social Charter (1989) and 21
Social Policy Protocol (Maastricht) 28, 29

termination 33
Spaak Report (1950) 10–11

United States of America (USA)
competence creep 218–19
European identity and 5
European integration and 16
political question doctrine 414

Universal Declaration on Human Rights
(1948), EU Declaration on (1998) 245

veto
access to documents 326–7
co-decision procedure 150–1
Commission’ agenda-settings powers 96,

97
foreign policy cooperation 78
Luxembourg Accords (1966) 13–14

visas: see immigration, asylum, visas and other
policies related to the free movement
of persons (61-69 [73i-73k] EC)

visas (third country nationals), Maastricht
Treaty provisions 27

voting (Council of Ministers): see also direct
elections; Luxembourg Accords (1966)

comitology and 160–1, 162
consensus approach 105
CT provisions 44, 73, 78, 103–5, 106
legitimacy/transparency and 155
multiplicity of modalities 41–2
Nice Treaty and 41
public attendance 105–6, 346
qualified majority voting (QMV) 12–13,

41, 78, 103–5
Amsterdam Treaty and 33
anomalies 103
Conciliation Committee 151
legislative procedures, effect on 145–6
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Nice Treaty and 41
weighting 239.01

relevance of different systems 105
simple majority 102–3
Single European Act provisions 19

Luxembourg Accords, effect on 20
unanimity principle 12–13, 103

co-decision procedure 150
Constitution Treaty, as impediment to

ratification 81–2

legislative procedures, effect on 145, 146
possible amendment 82
Single European Act (1986) and 18

‘vote to go to a vote’ 20

waste: see environmental protection (6 [3c]
EC)

White Paper on European Governance
(2001) 334–7

withdrawal from EU, right of (CT I-60) 79
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